
How do we make money?
Before we talk about the compensation plan, I want to share with you
another  story! Tanisha did a couple of network marketing businesses before
this, but didn’t have the best experience and didn’t make much money. She
 wasn’t really looking for a business opportunity, although her family
needed  the money, and started the products after seeing all they did for me!

Click here to hear Tanisha's story

So how exactly do we make money and what is the income potential?

This is my FAV thing to talk about because Plexus’ comp plan is
RIDICULOUS! I  have never met a more generous company!

We get paid 9 WAYS PER MONTH!!

First, when someone signs up with a welcome pack to try our supplements,
you  make a business builder bonus of $20-25. We also get paid by pay
points on every  order. Most orders are worth $6, and our pay point is
almost $3 per point. So  you would make almost $18 on top of that per
order.

Then, we get one-time bonuses of ALL KINDS! You get a rank
achievement bonus  when you first hit a rank, like the ones shown in the
image below!

https://youtu.be/Fccl5EnEITI


Compensation Plan Highlights
When you sign your first 3 people, you are officially SILVER rank and
make a $100 bonus. The bonuses get bigger as you go up.

We also offer FAST START bonuses! So if you hit a new rank within a
certain time frame, the rank achievement bonus is DOUBLED!

We also often have monthly promotions like double business builder
bonuses, where we make $50 instead of $25 on a new order! One month, I
made over $2,000 in  business builder bonuses alone because they did
double BBBs!

Plexus offers consistency bonuses for holding your rank of $100, $200+
that you get paid monthly!



Compensation Plan Highlights (Continued)
They also do things like International Incentives! One month, I signed 3
people from out of the country and got another $100!

We also have bonus pools once you hit jewel level like I am, and you get
your share of a bonus pool of $1200+ extra per month! Once you are a
jewel, you also get a  Plexus Lexus OR the lifestyle bonus! We decided to
take the bonus in both my account and my husband's so we get an extra
$840/month right there.

Aside from the comp plan! Plexus LOVES to give us free trips and gifts
too! Pretty much every month we have a new promotion,  which gives cash
bonuses for doing biz building activities like signing new people, retaining
them the following month, or helping someone share with 3  other people!

In the past, they gave us a FREE Remarkable tablet (a $400 value) for
signing just 6 people! Another month, just for signing 6 people, we got the
newest version of the Apple Watch for FREE and over $500 cash!!!!

As you look at the income by rank image, I want you to know that these are
actual yearly incomes for our ambassadors when you average out all the
income,  bonuses, and pay! This is REAL income y’all and it’s not just for a
select few at the top! In Plexus there are over 1,000 jewels, meaning over
1,000 people making 6  figures or more! We are not an old company, we are
fairly young actually, in business less than 10 years. Every month more and
more people become jewels. I  would’ve told you that is not a real thing but
here my own family is sitting on TWO jewel incomes so I can tell you IT
ABSOLUTELY IS!



Compensation Plan Highlights (Continued)
Y’all, in what world can someone make $100,000, $200,00, or over
$400,000 a year without any experience, without a college degree, without
being a doctor, lawyer,  or brain surgeon?! IN PLEXUS! And truthfully,
when you get to know the amazing people at the top of our company who
are all amazing but so SO different, you will  realize for yourself that
anyone truly can be successful here!


